Austin's Trial Hearing Concludes Tomorrow

The departmental trial of Professor Warren B. Austin will conclude tomorrow when Michael Castaldi, the Board of Higher Education's special counsel, and Ephraim Costen, Dr. Austin's attorney, present their closing arguments.

Until this point, the only witness who has testified against Professor Austin is Dr. Louis Balamuth, who was a physics professor at CCNY from 1935 until 1942. He swore that he saw Dr. Austin at several Communist Party-sponsored picnics in 1941.

Castaldi subpoenaed four other men who Dr. Balamuth identified in the picture. However, London requested a 10-day adjournment and strenuously objected to any further postponment because Dr. Austin was suspended without pay, returned to the payroll, and then suspended again.

Dr. Eugene Polzin, chairman of the Senate's special committee, compromised because he felt that even if the scope of the investigation was narrowed to the 1941 picnic, he would plead the Fifth Amendment and therefore serve no useful purpose.

The hearing is part of an investigation being conducted by a special unit of the Board of Higher Education. The committee, which is investigating Communist influences in the municipal college system, is holding the hearing in the chapel hall at 10 Broad Street. The committee's recommendations will be made to the BHE, which can then reject or accept the conclusions.

Dr. Lewis Balamuth, the only witness against Austin, was a member of the Communist Party cell at CCNY from 1935 until he resigned in 1942. Balamuth stated that the cell had about fifty or sixty members during his period of membership.

Cites Year's Progress:

Saxe Sends Report to President

A ten-page examination of the activities of the Baruch School during the past academic year was made by Dean Emanuel Saxe in his first annual report to President Buel G. Gallagher, released last week.

The report revealed that, in a series of meetings held at the end of 1956, the Baruch School Faculty evaluated the Middle States Association report on the Baruch School as a unit of the College. A 15-page section of the report was devoted to the Middle States Association evaluation. In this section, the committee criticized the Baruch School for its lack of a clear direction and for its failure to meet the challenge of the rapidly changing educational landscape.

In terms of space, our building is less than 50% adequate for our present needs. Saxe pointed out that the building is in need of repairs and renovation accompanied by a substantial increase in current maintenance.

Allowances Needed

Allowances are needed to underwrite the cost of planning and executing a program of much-needed lectures, conferences and institutes on important economic, industrial and civic problems.

The report covered the student body, the faculty; the curriculum; the professional departments; the library; the Evening and Summer Session; the Baruch School in the community; the building; the Middle States Association Evaluation Report; the needs of the School; and the Office of the Dean.

Uptown Council 'Backs' Jerome

The Uptown Student Government on Wednesday evening adopted a resolution reaffirming "the right of all Student Council members to follow their own convictions and to say what they please when they deem it appropriate."

The motion was aimed at the alleged actions of SG representatives in connection with the Sixth World Festival of Youth and Students in Mexico City. They did not attend the Festival.

City College President Buel G. Gallagher, rejoining Jerome and Jacob Rosen, an Uptown student who attended the Festival, of rejoining under an assumed name to recruit students for the Festival. Gallagher's attempt to have an incompatibility of the International Relations Agency.

IFC Takes No Action On Alleged 'Violations'

The Inter-Fraternity Council, at its meeting Friday, failed to take action on any two alleged "ethical" violations.

Jerry Arrow, president of IFC, was charged with having sent Inter-Fraternity Council letters to lower classmen together with a smoker invitation from his own fraternity, Sigma Beta Phi, of which he is the pledge chairman.

Dr. Joseph B. Cavallaro

Rosenberg Elected Chairman of BHE

Gustave V. Rosenberg was unanimously elected chairman of the Board of Higher Education of City College of New York.

A 57-year-old trial attorney, Rosenberg was appointed to the BHE by former Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri in 1962.

In 1955, he was named chairman of the 3-member BHE committee set up to hear charges of conduct unbecoming a teacher brought against New York City College basketball coach.

The charges came about an arrest of the 1950-51 basketball season. In 1944, the committee voted by a 2-1 majority vote, favored Rosenberg's acquittal.

Later, in a surprise move, the Board reversed his decision. After a special appeal to the State Commissioner of Education, Holman was reinstated.

Rosenberg has served as chairman of the BHE since 1952 and is up for reappointment in 1961. Rosenberg is a graduate of University of Michigan and served as an assistant to an associate chancellor of Hunter College Administration Committee, a member of the New York City Board of Education, president of the Baruch School council.

City College President G. Gallagher, at the end of the meeting, said: "I feel that a former City College president should be elected as chairman of the Board."
President Asks SC
To Study Fee Raise
President Sheldon Brand asked Student Council Friday for a study of raising fees in the Student Union.

"I believe that the Student Union should exist to help students. If fees were not enough money we could raise them, but I don't see the need for more money."

Sheldon Brand said he believes the fee should be increased to help students with their expenses, but he also said that the fee should be increased for the purpose of maintaining the Student Union. He said that the Student Union should be funded by the student body and that it should be used to help students.

The Student Union currently has a budget of $500,000, and it is currently funded by $250,000 from the Student Body and $250,000 from the University. The Student Union provides a variety of services to students, including a variety of student organizations, a variety of student activities, and a variety of student services.
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Letters

To the Editor of THE TICKER:

The Jericho Tower

By Morton J. Horwitz

I have been at the Baruch School for two years and have been concerned that it is not a foremost college. Further, I have noticed that the Baruch School does not get the recognition or respect that it deserves. I have been trying to understand the general composition of our student body and how it relates to our school.

The most important aspect facing us is our unique cultural setting. We are not a part of the same community as many other colleges and universities. This setting gives us an opportunity to serve as a center of higher education. I feel that we should be recognized for our contributions to higher education.

Furthermore, our school should be able to provide opportunities for our students to develop their potentialities and interests. I have proposed some suggestions in the above paragraphs. I hope that you will consider these and take the necessary steps to improve our school.

Sincerely,
Morton J. Horwitz

Stop The Nonsense

A two-week long program started yesterday at the Baruch School. It was organized by the cooperation of the Department of Student Life, our student organization. It is intended to help transition from high school to college.

FOY says that this program "is a program to acquaint you with the meaning of life." Really? Thank you for making our college a "lively, good luck and happy hazing." We took the time to feel the pain of the "illiterate." However, we want to say that this is not the way to approach higher education.

A student, or anyone for that matter, should never feel the need to "feel the pain of the illiterate." We believe that it is important to recognize the value of education and to appreciate the efforts of those who have gone before us.

I hope that the Baruch School will provide opportunities for us to grow and flourish in a more meaningful way.

Sincerely,
FOY

Profs Saves Archives

By Anne Sigmon

Professor Robert B. C. Macrae, Director of the English Department, has received the highest honor for his department, the 1957-58 award for outstanding work in the field of English.

Professor Macrae has been an important figure in the field of English literature for many years. He has published extensively and has contributed greatly to the understanding of the language.

The award recognizes the exceptional contributions that Professor Macrae has made to the field of English literature. It is a fitting tribute to his many years of dedicated service.

Sincerely,
Anne Sigmon

Indian 'Prince' Believes Native Co-eds Prettiest

If you believe that "a woman’s place is in the home," and that the husband should be the sole supporter of the family, maybe black, American Indians have been the first to follow this tradition. According to a recent article in THE TICKER, an "Indian 'Prince'" has revealed his beliefs.

"The doors were sealed at one school this week to make the process easier, and the doors are now open," the "Indian 'Prince'" explained.

Regarding this assertion, "The Indian 'Prince'" explained that the doors at the school were to be "at the school, the doors will be opened at two schools, one for boys and the other for girls."

"The Indian 'Prince'" went on to say, "The purpose of this is to make it easier for the children to learn, and for the parents to assist in the process."

Sincerely,
"Indian 'Prince'"
Six File Suit Against BHE

Richard Austin and Marion L. Young, former branch managers in City College, and four others are named as defendants against the Bank of Higher Education for back withholding $7,487.25.

Richard Austin is the brother of former branch manager Harry Austin, currently on trial for back withholding $10,750.

The former municipal college manager believes on March 10, 1959, with similar charges preferred on a hearing before the City College Board of Trustees on March 10, 1959, with similar charges preferred on a hearing before the City College Board of Trustees.

The trial was held in the City Court on March 15, 1959, with similar charges preferred on a hearing before the City College Board of Trustees.
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Booters Win, 4-0, In Practice Game

By Mel Winer

Showing little of the form that enabled them to win a state championship last year, City College's soccer team beat Hofstra, 4-0, Saturday in a practice game at Lewishon Stadium.

Outscoring their opponents, the Booters were constantly on the offensive throughout the contest. Moreover, due to bad passing and shooting, the lavender was held scoreless for almost the entire first half.

With 19:30 gone in the second period, Johnny Paranov attempted to kick the last Hofstra goalie, Artie Brown. In blocking the shot, Brown moved himself too near the post, leaving the net open for Gabor Schlisser's rebound shot to go in.

23 saves, Brown

As the second half started, goalie Brown was forced to leave the contest because of a hand injury. While in the net, Brown had made 23 saves, some of them bordering on the impossible.

With the ball in their shooting, the Booters managed to make it 2-0 when Heinz Minnepor scored on a pass from co-captain Billy Sund.

As the quarter neared its end, the Israeli-born co-captain hit the third Lavender goal of the game.

The Booters maintained the offensive in the fourth period. However, they were only able to score once when Marco Wachten at 19:26, sent the ball into the net.

Asked about the poor passing and shooting of the Lavender, coach Henry Wittenberg said that the contest was the squad's first outing and most of the players were still new to each other's style. He felt that the squad in general turned in a credible performance.

Sapora Still Popular With Students

By Lou Pohoryles

If gentle Joe Sapora, the City College wrestling coach, is not the most popular person with northeastern wrestlers, he must run a close second. The short, stocky Italian, who has been teaching at the college for more than 25 years, has earned respect of almost every wrestler whom he has come in contact with.

Professor Sapora came to CCNY from the University of Illinois. While at the Champaign campus, he was a two-time national collegiate wrestling champion. After graduation, he wrestled for two years for the famous New York Athletic Club. As an NYAC wrestler, he was a member of the National Amateur Athletic Union title.

As a coach and teacher of wrestling, he ranks among the top in the country. He has produced such topnotch wrestlers as Henry Wittenberg, the only Lavender athlete to ever win an Olympic Championship, Wittenberg captured the 1948 heavy-weight laurels.

At the close of last semester the varsity wrestlers and alumni put together and honored him at a testimonial dinner, commemorating his twenty-fifth anniversary at the college. More than 200 of his former pupils attended. He was given many gifts.

Joe Sapora

Five Years Ago This Week... George Baron, City College's top wrestler, is being considered for the famous National Amateur Athletic Union title. He has been scoring points all season, and has not lost a single match. Baron is one of the most promising wrestlers in the country, and is expected to do well in the upcoming championship.

Ten Years Ago This Week... Harry de Girolamo

Frosh-Soph Contest Slated Despite Sophomore Apathy

After much debate, the Frosh-Soph Battles will go on this semester. The Battles, to be held faced extinction because of sophomore apathy, have been revived due to the efforts of a small group of student leaders. The battles will take place in a cage ball context. The final, and what promises to be the most exciting, is a no-roles-basketball game. The usual outfit for the Battles is a pair of the oldest dungees and a shirt which is old enough to have torn off the back and ripped to shreds. If the Battles are not a success this semester, the Intra-Mural Board will stop sponsoring them. Despite the fact that the Battles have a long past, it will be necessary to take this action, Miss Visconti said.

Sport Shorts

Once again, there will be a junior varsity soccer team. It will be coached by Harry Karlin, varsity mentor. The junior varsity team is open to freshmen. Last year's junior varsity squad played several games. This year's eleven will probably play three or four game schedule. The opponents are as yet to be chosen. In addition to its outside frays, the squad will scrimmage regularly with the varsity. Coach Karlin has issued a call for candidates for the team. He said that no experience is necessary, but spirit and enthusiasm are prerequisites.

The 45 Club will sponsor its first trip of the semester October 25, to West Point for a soccer encounter with Army. There will be a meeting of the Greek 9118, Thursday, October 3.

Returning Speedster Will Bolster Harrier

If you happen to be at Van Cortlandt Park on Saturday, October 12, and several well-muscled young men rush you, don't think they're chasing someone. It's just the cross-country meet of the season for the City College Harriers.

The quadrangular meet, open to all varsity students and Hunter and Brookdale will be a sure indication of how the hill and dalec will finish up the season. Last year, the Harriers were undefeated in six scheduled meets and finished second in the City College Track Conference meet and IAAC championships.

Selected as co-captains for the squad are two returns from last year's team, Randy Crofield and Dave Polansky. A third member of last year's team, Randy Crosfield, an engineering major, is starting on the squad.

The other co-captain, Taylor, is a member of coach Harry Karlin's "good times." A graduate of the College, Joe Alexander becomes Beaver football coach.

Coach Sapora may be cent, Camille Visconti, secretary, Sullivan, treasurer; Arthur German, Inter-Club Board, a sensation; and Gary Strun Stempelkachner, president.

If you happen to be at Van Cortlandt Park on Saturday, October 12, and several well-muscled young men rush you, don't think they're chasing someone. It's just the cross-country meet of the season for the City College Harriers.